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Rig/Type of Craft: 

Trade: 

Official Number: 

Principal Dimensions: 

Location: 

Date of Construction: 

· Designer: 

Builder: 

Present Owner: 

Present Use: 

Significance: 

HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING RECORD 

Ferry EUREKA 
(Ukiah) 

HAER No. CA-59 

Sidewheel Steam Ferry (Double-ended) 
Walking-Beam Engine 

Rail/ Auto/Passenger Ferry 

25279 

Length: 276' -4" 
Beam: 42 '-0" 
Depth: 17'-0" 

Gross Tonnage: 2,564 
Net Tonnage: 2,018 
LOA: 299'-6" 

San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park 
Hyde Street Pier 
San Francisco, California 

1890 built as UKIAH I 1922-3 reconstructed as EUREKA 

Patrick H. Tierman (1890) 

John Dickie of Tiburon, California (1890) 
Union Iron Works, San Francisco, CA. (engine) 
Southern Pacific Railroad (rebuild in 1922) 

U.S. National Park Service 
Department of the Interior 

Museum Exhibit (Floating) 

EUREKA, considered to be the only extant vessel of its type in the 
United States, symbolizes an era of travel that has all but vanished from 
American waters. One of only two remaining "walking-beam" marine 
steam engines (see Ferry TICONDEROGA - HAER No. VT-14) 
remaining in the U.S., EUREKA (Ukiah) plied the waters of San 
Francisco Bay servicing the San Francisco and Northern Pacific Railway. 
Carrying railroad cars and passengers, she continued in operation 
through 1920. In 1920 she was almost completely rebuilt, lengthened 
and made ready for carrying automobiles and passengers under the name 
EUREKA until 1941. Now located at the San Francisco Maritime 
National Historical Park, she is used to interpret the once common era 
of steam ferry transport, showcasing her walking-beam engine and a 
collection of antique automobiles. Built almost entirely of Douglas fir, 
she is the largest surviving wooden-hulled vessel in the United States. 
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HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING RECORD 

FERRY EUREKA 

HAER No. CA-59 

This report is an addendum to a one page report previously transmitted to the Library of 
Congress. 

RIG/TYPE OF CRAFT: 

TRADE: 

PRINCIPAL 
DIMENSIONS: 

Steam Ferry 

Passenger, freight, and vehicle carriage 

Length: 299'-6" 
Beam: 42'-7" 
Depth: 15'-7" 

Gross Tonnage: 2,420 
Net Tonnage: 1,500 

[NOTE: There are discrepencies in the measurements given in this report and the previous 
report. These measurements represent the most accurate and up-to-date ones. Variations in 
measurements occur because of differences in how measurements were taken and also confusion 
about the measurements for the UKIAH and the later EUREKA.] 

LOCATION: 

DATE OF 
CONSTRUCTION: 

DESIGNER: 

BUILDER: 

PRESENT 
OWNER: 

PRESENT USE: 

SIGNIFICANCE: 

San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park 
Hyde Street Pier, San Francisco, California 

1922 

Charles Green 

Southern Pacific Company Shipyard 
Oakland, California 

United States Department of the Interior 
National Park Service 

Historic ship exhibit 

EUREKA is one of two survivors from a once large fleet of steam 
ferries that served on San Francisco Bay and played a vital role in 
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the regional economy. These ferries provided the connection 
between San Francisco and its transbay hinterland that made 
possible the growth of suburbs in Marin County, Contra Costa 
County, and the East Bay. Before highways and suspension 
bridges, the ferries were the main conduits for travelers within the 
region. 

Marc R. Porter, HAER, 2001 

This project is part of the Historic American 
Engineering Record (HAER) Eric DeLony, Chief, a long-range 
program to document historically significant engineering and 
industrial works in the United States. The HAER program is 
administered by the Historic American Buildings Survey/Historic 
American Engineering Record Division (HABS/HAER) of the 
National Park Service, U.S. Department of the Interior, E. Blaine 
Cliver, Chief. 

The project was prepared under the direction of HAER Maritime 
Program Manager Todd Croteau. The historical report was 
produced by Marc Porter, HAER Historian, and edited by Richard 
O'Connor and Justine Christianson, HAER Historians. 
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EUREKA is one of two survivors from a once large fleet of steam ferries that served on San 
Francisco Bay and played a vital role in the regional economy. These ferries provided the 
connection between San Francisco and its transbay hinterland that made possible the growth of 
suburbs in Marin County, Contra Costa County, and the East Bay. Before highways and 
suspension bridges were built, the ferries were the main conduits for travelers within the region. 
Their ability to carry fully loaded rail cars also made them a crucial link in the railroad system's 
ability to move goods and passengers from coast to coast. 

From a technological standpoint, EUREKA is significant because of the machinery that 
propelled her through the water. The ferry is fitted with a walking beam steam engine, a 
technology that was becoming antiquated by the time the ferry was constructed. Walking beam 
engines had been around since the earliest days of steam and more advanced engine types were 
available by 1890. Despite its relative technological obsolescence, EUREKA managed to 
compete as a viable commercial entity over the course of a long career. The late date of the 
ferry's entry into service and its long career meant that the walking beam engine was 
professionally maintained into the late 1950s. As a result, an example of the walking beam 
steam engine was available for restoration and display. 

Finally, EUREKA is historically significant because of the men who were involved in her design 
and construction. Patrick Henry Tieman, John Dickie, and Charles Green were all involved with 
the UKIAH or EUREKA (EUREKA was built upon the remains of the older ferry UKIAH) at 
one stage or another of the vessel's career. All of these men were associated with the San 
Francisco Bay shipbuilding industry for a number of years, and each was involved in dozens of 
shipbuilding or repair projects. 

EUREKA and its predecessor were built by some of the West Coast's most prominent 
shipbuilders. During the course of her career EUREKA helped the San Francisco area grow and 
prosper. By a quirk of timing, the ferry's mid-nineteenth century technology served well into the 
twentieth century and ended up being preserved as a monument from the steam ship era. 

PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS 

UKIAH: 

EUREKA: 

Length: 271 '-0" 
Beam: 
Depth: 15'-0" 

Length: 299'-6" 
Beam: 42'-7" 
Depth: 15'-7" 

Gross Tonnage: 2,564.42 
Net Tonnage: 2,018.77 

Gross Tonnage: 2,420 
Net Tonnage: 1,500 
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Patrick Henry Tieman designed UKIAH. Tieman spent his boyhood in Jefferson County, New 
York. A long-standing fascination with boats led him to become an apprentice ship builder in 
the shipyard of Captain John Oades in Clayton, New York. Tieman worked for Captain Oades 
for a few years after completing his apprenticeship, and then moved to Chicago. He spent 
several years in the Midwest, building and operating steam boats. For reasons that are unknown, 
Tieman set out for San Francisco in 1852. He arrived at the Golden Gate in January 1853.1 

Patrick Tieman's career as a boat builder on San Francisco Bay was productive, to say the least. 
He led the construction of numerous west coast craft, ranging from massive steam ferries to 
diminutive scow schooners. After the construction of the ferry PIEDMONT in 1883, Tieman 
entered into semi retirement. He remained involved with the design and modeling of vessels, but 
did not participate in the actual construction. 2 

Charles Green, who as assistant yard superintendent for the Southern Pacific Company Shipyard 
also supervised the construction, designed EUREKA. 3 

BUILDER AND LOCATION 

UKIAH was built at the San Francisco and North Pacific Coast Railroad shipyard in Tiburon, 
California. San Francisco resident John Dickie, master builder, led the construction effort.4 

John Dickie and his brothers, William and George, emigrated to San Francisco from Scotland in 
1871. They had learned the shipbuilding trade in their native land and, unlike many of their 
contemporaries in the San Francisco Bay region, used plans in their building efforts. This 
utilization of plans, many of which have survived, provides historians with an excellent resource 
relating to turn of the century West Coast shipbuilding. 5 

1 E.M. North, "Evolution of Shipping and Shipbuilding in California," Overland Monthly (1989): 
unpaginated. 

2 North, "Evolution"; See Appendix A for a partial list of vessels built or designed by Patrick 
Henry Tieman. 

3 San Francisco Chronicle, 31 December 1922. 

4 U.S. Customs Service, Master Carpenter's Certificate, 30 January 1891. 

5 Nancy Olmstead, "Ferryboats: A San Francisco Tradition," Sea Letter no. 42 (Spring/Summer 
1990): 6. See Appendix B for a partial list of ferries built by the Dickie Brothers. 
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Shipyard workers built EUREKA from the remains of UKIAH at the Southern Pacific Company 
Shipyard in Oakland under the supervision of Charles Green. The Southern Pacific Shipyard 
produced a number of ferries, including: ALAMEDA, SANTA CLARA, SACRAMENTO, 
MELROSE, THOROUGHFARE, and CONTRA COSTA. The yard also rebuilt another ferry, 
the OAKLAND, into an almost entirely new vessel.7 

DATE OF CONSTRUCTION 

UKIAH's keel was laid in mid-October 1889, and the vessel was launched on May 17, 1890. 
Miss Olive Maguire did the honors of christening the vessel as it slid down the ways. The fitting 
out and engine installation lasted almost half a year; UKIAH entered service in December 1890. 8 

Construction of EUREKA lasted from 1920-1922.9 J.Q. Barzell, superintendent of motor power 
for Northwestern Pacific, christened the vessel before her launch on New Years Eve, 1922. The 
ferry's trial trip took place in March and a number of local dignitaries, including the mayor and 
the harbor superintendent rode along on the maiden voyage. 10 

ORIGINAL PRICE 

The original cost for the construction of UKIAH was $160,000. 11 The exact cost of transforming 
UKIAH into EUREKA is unknown, but the ferry was insured for $260,000 as of June 1926.12 

ORIGINAL CONSTRUCTION 

6 San Francisco Examiner, 18 May 1890. 

7 San Francisco Chronicle, 31 December 1922; "Ferry Lore: San Francisco Bay Commuters See 
Old Institution Fade in Wake of Colorful Past," Southern Pacific Bulletin (1938): 8. 

8 San Francisco Examiner, 18 May 1890; Stephen Haller, National Register of Historic Places 
Inventory Nomination Form: EUREKA (San Francisco: National Park Service, 1984), 8/2. 

9 Diana Lyster, "The Eureka: The Ferry Boat That Became a National Park," Ferry Tales (l 
December 1977): 2. 

10 Petaluma Argus, 31 March 1922; San Francisco Chronicle, 31 December 1922. 

11 Lyster, "The Eureka," 2. 

12 Shipping Register (San Francisco), 12 June 1926, 10. 
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UKIAH was a typical large wooden ferryboat of the late nineteenth century, the pattern of which 
came from New York ferries. The hull and superstructure were built of wood and constructed 
using traditional plank on frame construction. 13 

The size of the vessel made it susceptible to hogging and required the addition of structural 
features not found in smaller wooden vessels. Almost all vessels have mid-sections that are 
fuller than their ends; this simply means the hull is widest in the middle rather than at the bow or 
stem. This translates to a more buoyant mid-section. On a long wooden vessel this can be 
problematic as the keel is bent downward at the ends by the less buoyant bow and stem sections 
while being lifted upwards in the center by the more buoyant mid-section. The opposing forces 
tend to distort or bow the keel, which is termed hogging. The longer the keel, the more the 
hogging forces affect it. A vessel EUREKA's size could be rendered unseaworthy by hogging in 
a short period of time unless measures were taken to compensate for the stresses produced by 
differential buoyancy. 

The incorporation of iron strapping into the hull structure protected EUREKA from hogging. 
The iron tied the hull together and helped to distribute forces acting on the hull in a more even 
manner. The net effect of the iron strapping was a stiffer hull that was more resistant to hogging 
and able to serve for a longer period of time. 

UKIAH was built as a railroad car ferry, so it had standard gauge tracks running the length of the 
main deck. The ferry could accommodate up to sixteen rail cars in a single trip. 14 

In addition to rail cars, UKIAH's designers had her built to carry pedestrian passengers. Little 
information exists about their accommodations on the upper decks. It was recorded that one 
Robert Bragg did the "fancy joiner work" on UKIAH, so it seems the passenger areas were 
somewhat refined in their construction and finishing. 15 

To power UKIAH through the water a single cylinder steam engine was installed in the hull. 
The engine was of the walking beam type and was connected to two 27' high paddle wheels 
mounted on either side of the ferry. The walking beam itself perched atop a two-sided A-frame 
structure. The A-frame was constructed of oak and extended all the way down through the ferry 
to where it was fastened to the keelsons. UKIAH's engine specifications list a piston 65" in 
diameter traveling through a 12' strode. The piston was driven by steam generated by four 
boilers built with steel shells 15/32 of an inch thick. UKIAH's boilers turned water to steam and 

13 Daily Alta California, 28 December 1890. 

14 Lynn Cullivan, "Eureka: A Centennial Retrospective," Sea Letter no. 42 (Spring/Summer 
1990): 31. 

15 Daily Alta California, 28 December 1890. 
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the rest of the engine turned the steam to motion. Under normal operating conditions, UKIAH's 
steam engine turned the paddle wheels at 24 revolutions per minute.16 

UK.IAH's wartime use by the U.S. Railroad Administration necessitated an extensive rebuild in 
the Southern Pacific Shipyard. The resulting vessel took a new name, EUREKA, but retained 
UKIAH's official number. 

The scope of the rebuilding was certainly extensive enough to justify a new name; EUREKA 
was approximately 97 percent new when rebuilt. Exactly what of UKIAH remained in the newer 
ferry is unclear, but most accounts indicate all that was retained of the hull structure were four 
frames, the engine bed, and perhaps keel sections.17 

Though EUREKA, like most ferries, may appear boxy or unstreamlined, looks can be deceiving. 
Her underwater sections were clearly built for speed: 

Like most San Francisco steam paddle ferries, Eureka is constructed rather like a 
racingshell with a houseboat built on top. Beneath her overhanging house structure (built 
on a platform extending out eighteen feet on either side) is a sleek, rounded hull forty
two feet wide and 277 feet long. Although this 'floating palace' is as long as a football 
field, her hull sliced through the Bay as gracefully as a clipper ship-as quick and 
efficient a vessel as 19th-century technology could produce. 18 

EUREKA's hydrodynamic shape is clearly apparent in cross-sections of the ferry. The above 
water portions of the vessel were built to maximize carrying capacity but underwater she was 
built for speed; after all, the ferry's role was to move its cargo quickly across the bay. The hull 
of this mammoth 'racing shell' was built using plank on frame wooden construction. In a 
reflection of the regional economy, Douglas fir made up most of the lumber used in EUREKA. 
The skeleton of frames was enclosed by 4" planking.19 

EUREKA is divided horizontally into three major decks: main, passenger, and hurricane. 
Vertically, six watertight bulkheads divide the hull of the vessel. The partitions at either end of 

16 Walter Jaffee, "Eureka: 100 Years Young and Still Going Strong," Sea Classics (January 
1991): 28; Haller, National Register, 7/1; San Francisco Examiner, 19 May 1890. 

17 Haller, National Register, 8/2; George H. Harlan, "S.S. Eureka." Speech given by G. Harlan. 
Text is part of letter to Ted Miles dated 8 September 1989, 1; Cullivan, "Eureka: A Centennial 
Retrospective," 31. 

18 Cullivan, "Eureka: A Centennial Retrospective," 29. 

19 Cullivan, "Eureka: A Centennial Retrospective," 28. 
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the vessel are steel and serve as collision bulkheads. The remaining four are made of wood. 
Steel was used to construct an engine room casing and to enclose the paddle boxes.20 

Her officers drove the ferry from identical pilothouses resting atop the hurricane deck on either 
end of the vessel. Each pilothouse contained all the controls required by the captain or mate to 
pilot the ferry. With this 'double ender' arrangement, the ferry did not need to make a difficult 
180 degree turn after each landfall. Instead, the captain would walk the length of the deck, enter 
the new pilothouse and con the vessel out of the berth and straight toward the next destination. 

For a paddle ferry, the double end arrangement posed no problems for the propulsion systems 
since paddle wheels could tum in either direction with equal ease and efficiency. The steering 
system, however, was somewhat different from the arrangement found on traditional vessels. 
Double enders needed rudders at both ends. When underway the leading rudder remained 
locked in place amidships and the trailing rudder governed steering. Once the ferry reached its 
destination, the leading rudder was unlocked and the trailing rudder locked as they would, in 
effect, trade roles when the ferry departed for a new destination. 

Steam powered steering engines accomplished the actual manipulation of the rudders. EUREKA 
inherited two steering engines from the UKIAH. John Bonner, master mechanic for the San 
Francisco and North Pacific Railroad, invented and built UKIAH's steering engines. These 
engines had "a steam cylinder with a valve at each end to drive the piston in response to the 
operating lever in the wheelhouse."21 The UKIAH was fitted with the steering engines sometime 
after launch and retained its original wheels as a backup. EUREKA also carried wheels as a 
backup system. 

Though it was a workaday vessel used for carrying commuters and automobiles and not a fancy 
ocean liner, EUREKA had its share of refinement. The interiors of all cabins were finished with 
fine joiner work.22 

The 'racing shell' analogy breaks down when it comes to a discussion ofEUREKA's propulsion. 
Nothing so small or simple as oars could power such a vessel. When shipyard workers tore 
down UKIAH and built EUREKA, UKIAH's walking beam engine was still in fine operating 
condition, so they incorporated it into the new vessel. The walking beam engine, while more 
complex than the sculls of a racing shell, is a fairly simple, and yet effective, steam propulsion 
system, albeit one that required a great deal of space: 

The famous beam engine was the heart of the ferryboat. It took up over five hundred 
square feet of deck space and extended from keel to hurricane deck. No more sprawling 
type of engine could have been invented, but this primitive ancestor of our modem steam 

2° Cullivan, "Eureka: A Centennial Retrospective," 29. 

21 Harlan, "S.S. Eureka," 5. 

22 Harlan, "S.S. Eureka," 2. 
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engines was economical on fuel and maintenance, and it was most effective as a method 
of driving paddle wheels on its scant 50 or 60 pounds of steam pressure. 

Atop the huge engine bed timbers was raised the wooden gallows or "A" frame, at the 
apex of which was the set of bearings for the beam. On one side was the main cylinder, 
usually not less than sixty inches in diameter, and having a minimum stroke of piston of 
eleven feet. 

Opposite the cylinder was the main crank and bearings, the gap between being bridged 
by the eccentrics which operated the valve mechanism. The piston rod extended out of 
the top of the cylinder and was directly connected to the crosshead. Two linkage rods 
connected the crosshead to the walking beam. The walking beam operated the crank for 
the paddles through the main rod and also operated the vacuum pump through a long rod 
attached to a pin closer to the axle of the beam than the pins for the piston and crank ends 
ofthebeam. 

The majority of the walking beam boats were jet condensing; that is to say the exhaust 
steam was mixed with a spray of salt water which produced a vacuum on the exhaust side 
of the main engine, and this conglomerate of steam condensate and salt water was 
pumped overboard by the vacuum pump. Some vessels were equipped with surface 
condensers of the shell and tube type, where the exhaust steam vapors were cooled on 
tubes through which sea water was circulated and the condensate was then pumped by 
the vacuum pump into a 'hot-well' where it was reefed back into the boilers. 

About the year 1920, the wooden "A" frame disappeared from the Bay and all the vessels 
not converted to a steel framed structure were soon out of service. The survivors were all 
equipped with the more substantial steel framework. The wooden frames were a 
remarkable piece of construction, with their huge through bolts, tie rods, and stabilizing 
wooden knees. Although made of hardwood of the finest grain, the workings of the 
engine soon resulted in a general loosening of the frame, and when centers could no 
longer be maintained while the engine was in motion, it was either rebuild or turn to steel 
construction. The steel frames were not in the majority on the Bay, however, only the 
Oakland, Sacramento, Eureka, and Cazadero being so equipped. When mentioning the 
typical beam engine of San Francisco Bay, it should always be considered as having a 
wooden gallows. 

The beam itself was a cast steel unit, strapped with a forged steel rim which was keyed 
onto the spokes. Most of the connections of the major working portions of the engine 
were keyed in place with "U" straps and taper keys driven home with hammers. The 
primitive design prevailed until the end. The beams were from twenty to twenty-four 
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feet between the centers of the extreme bearings and a man standing alongside for the 
comparison would certainly be dwarfed.23 

By the time UKIAH was built, and certainly by the time EUREKA was built, the walking beam 
engine was old technology. It appeared in marine powerplants during the early days of the 
nineteenth century and powered many of the earliest steamboats. 24 

The walking beam engine made its debut in California aboard the side wheel steamer SENATOR 
in 1849. This type of propulsion was popular on San Francisco Bay but it did not hold a 
monopoly; as inventors and engineers dreamt up more modem systems they were installed on 
ferry boats and set to work. By the time EUREKA was rising from the remains of UKIAH, 
"there were compound engines driving paddles, double compound engines driving propellers, 
triple expansion engines driving propellers, and electric motors driving propellers."25 Single 
cylinder walking beams had the distinction of being "the pioneer, the engine which propelled the 
historical vessels which established regular service on the ferry lanes of San Francisco Bay."26 

By the 1920s, the pioneers were on their way out. In fact, EUREKA was the last ferryboat 
launched with a walking beam engine. 

This raises the question of why EUREKA was not fitted with a newer, more modem engine 
during the reconstruction. The answer is simple. The walking beam engine was cheap to 
operate and in EUREKA's case it already existed. A performance study of steam engines found 
that: 

the walking beam engine consumed less fuel than any other type of propulsion with the 
exception of the diesel electric adaptations, but in this case the diesel burned was of a 
higher refinement than that burned by the boilers in a beam boat and hence was more 
costly. It is unusual that such an ancient form of propulsion was able to stand up so 
favorably against the modem types.27 

The reuse of UKIAH's engines meant EUREKA's owners would incur minimized operational 
costs when the ferry went into service and they would have the advantage of having saved the 
large capital investment required to install a new engine. 

23 George Harlan and Clement Fisher Jr, Of Walking Beams and Paddle Wheels: A Chronicle of 
San Francisco Bay Ferryboats (San Francisco: Bay Books Limited, 1951), 73-74. 

24 Cullivan, "Eureka: A Centennial Retrospective," 30. 

25 Karl Kortum, "The Walking-Beam Ferry Eureka" (San Francisco Maritime Museum, San 
Francisco, 1963, photocopy), 1. 

26 Harlan and Fisher, Of Walking Beams, 75. 

27 Harlan and Fisher, Of Walking Beams, 75. 
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EUREKA's engine was partially supported by 'steel engine keelsons' in the ferry's hold. The 
frame supporting the walking beam was steel as well and served as a replacement for UKIAH's 
wooden A-frame.28 

EUREKA's engine was massive. It was also quite efficient and powerful. There are differing 
figures listed in sources about the ferry's horsepower, which range from a low of 1500 to a high 
of 2200. Although the horsepower figures do not agree, it may not matter since another measure 
of the engine's power is available. At the time of her launch in 1922, the ferry was capable of 
reaching 18 knots and may have been the fastest ferry in the world for a time. 29 

Four oil-fired, scotch-type boilers provided steam. The vessel could run at normal speeds on 
only three boilers. This meant engineers could extinguish a single boiler at a time for 
maintenance or repair without interrupting the ferry's regular usage. 30 

The paddle wheels that actually churned through the water were replaced during the vessel's 
conversion to EUREKA. They were new construction but apparently not substantially different 
in size or design from those found on UKIAH. 

TITANIC sank with too few lifeboats almost a decade before EUREKA slid off the ways. Yet, 
when launched, EUREKA only carried enough lifeboats to carry eighty-eight persons, far below 
her normal passenger capacity. There were ample life jackets available on the ferry but in view 
of the low water temperatures of San Francisco Bay, they may not have been useful unless 
passengers entered the water very near land.31 

After the rebuild, EUREKA could carry 2300 passengers and 120 automobiles.32 

ALTERATIONS AND ADDITIONS 

28 Northwestern Pacific Railroad, Launch Announcement: EUREKA. (San Francisco: 29 March 
1922). 

29 Northwestern Pacific Railroad, Launch Announcement: EUREKA; Kortum, "The 
Walking-Beam Ferry," 1. 

30 Northwestern Pacific Railroad, Launch Announcement: EUREKA. 

31 Harlan, "S.S. Eureka," 2. 

32 Kortum, "The Walking-Beam Ferry Eureka," 1. 
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Passenger cabins were added on the upper deck of the UKIAH in 1907. At the same time, the 
lower deck was built up to the level of railroad rails in order to accommodate automobiles as 
well as train cars. 33 

UKIAH was originally fitted with direct flue, return tube boilers. In 1914, Freeman dryback 
boilers replaced the older model. The original boilers had cost $1500 a year to maintain while 
the Freeman type were much less maintenance intensive. The original jet condenser gave way, 
also in 1914, to a more modem surface condenser.34 

At some point the ferry was converted to bum oil instead of coal. The exact date of the 
conversion is unclear but it can be estimated by looking at the ferry fleet as a whole. The first 
ferry to use oil as fuel was the JULIA in 1887; coal remained the fuel used by the vast majority 
of ferries in the region before 1900. It was rare to find a coal-fired ferry after 1914. In all 
likelihood the conversion to oil was concurrent with the switch in boiler types. 35 

As noted previously, EUREKA was the result ofUKIAH's dismantling from 1920 to 1922. This 
was an extreme alteration resulting in an almost entirely new vessel. 

During World War II EUREKA was painted gray, ·and the ferry was also fitted with stanchions 
and cables to deflect mines. Another wartime modification was the installation of a radar system 
onboard the ferry. Unlike the gray paint and anti-mine devices, the radar presumably survived 
the return to peacetime. 36 

EUREKA underwent a three-year restoration that culminated in her opening as an historic 
exhibit in 1963. 37 

ORIGINAL AND SUBSEQUENT OWNERS AND MASTERS 

33 Walter Jaffee, "Eureka: 100 Years Young," 29. 

34 Harry Dring, "Walking Beam Engines: Additional Pertinent Data, 
Memorandum to Mr. J.T. Chaffee" (San Francisco Maritime Museum, San Francisco, 1965. 
Photocopy). 

35 Harlan and Fisher, Of Walking Beams, 70; San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park 
and San Francisco Maritime Museum Association, A Brief Chronology of San Francisco Bay 
Ferryboat History, Draft II (San Francisco, 1990), 2. 

36 George Berry and Don Birkholtz Jr, Ferry Steamer Eureka, Historic Structure Report (San 
Francisco: Tri-Coastal Marine, 1990), 3. 

37 Haller, National Register, 815. 
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The company that built and initially operated the UKIAH was the San Francisco and North 
Pacific Railroad. That line came under the ownership of California Northwestern Railroad in 
1898. The Southern Pacific-Santa Fe organization subsequently absorbed California 
Northwestern. It and a number of other companies operated as the Northwestern Pacific 
Railroad.38 

During the U.S. involvement in World War I UKIAH came under the operational control of the 
United States Railroad Administration. Northwestern Pacific resumed control of the vessel in 
1919. 

EUREKA returned to the operational control of Southern Pacific-Santa Fe, Northwestern 
Pacific's parent company, in 1941. The ferry remained under this flag until the end of her 
working career in 1957.39 

The railroad donated EUREKA to the San Francisco Maritime Museum in 1958. The museum 
passed the ferry to the California Division of Beaches and Parks in 1959. Ownership of the old 
paddle wheeler passed to the National Park Service in 1977 and has remained the same through 
the present. 

David F. Van Pelt was the only man who was recorded as serving as master of the UKIAH. This 
· is somewhat misleading since the ferry often operated up to three shifts per day. Captain Van 

Pelt did not work all three shifts; nor did he work every day for the thirty years ofUKIAH's 
career. Other captains undoubtedly took their turns at the helm on other shifts and on Captain 
Van Pelt's days off; Captain Van Pelt was probably UKIAH's senior captain. The long time 
chief engineer on UKIAH was George Scott. Captain Van Pelt and Chief Engineer Scott had 
come to UKIAH together from the ferry JAMES M. DONAHUE.40 

Victor L. Verdellet was master from the time ofEUREKA's launch until the end of her time 
with Northwestern Pacific. Captain Verdellet began working for San Francisco and North 
Pacific as a first mate in February 1902. He became a master in 1906. Verdellet worked on 
other ferries before coming to EUREKA in 1922. The men who served as master after 1941 
remain anonymous. Further research using United States Coast Guard or Southern Pacific-Santa 
Fe records could potentially reveal their identities.41 

38 Harlan, "S.S. Eureka," 1. 

39 Haller, National Register, 8/5. 

40 Harlan, "S.S. Eureka," 3; Harlan and Fisher, Of Walking Beams, 88. 

41 Harlan, "S.S. Eureka," 4. 
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EUREKA's first Chief Engineer was Andy Disher; Edward A. Creighton later took over the 
post.42 

SOURCE OF THE ORIGINAL NAME 

UKIAH took her name from the town at the terminus of the San Francisco and North Pacific 
Railroad line.43 

EUREKA was named after the northern terminus of the Northwestern Pacific Railroad line.44 

It seems to have been a tradition in the railroad industry to regularly name new vessels after the 
most distant points reached by rail lines, and it was specifically a company policy of 
Northwestern Pacific.45 

HISTORY OF VESSEL TYPE 

Whether geography is destiny has been debated without satisfactory resolution. It does not, 
however, take more than a few minutes studying a map or surveying San Francisco Bay from 
atop a nearby hill to reach the conclusion that geography makes San Francisco Bay a likely site 
for an extensive ferry system. When traveling in the region one could take the overland routes 
between any two points. In many cases a water route would offer a far easier and more rapid 
conclusion to the journey. 

An extreme case, but one that illustrates the phenomenon, as well as having strong historical 
grounding, is the trip between San Francisco and the towns of Tiburon and Sausalito in Marin 
County. An overland journey would certainly have been possible but would have involved 
traveling a great number of miles. In comparison, the water route covered just a few miles. 

This relative difference in travel times and the effort required to make the trip is more extreme in 
a model where roads, rail systems, and bridges are primitive or nonexistent. In the undeveloped 
model, travel by water is generally much more direct and efficient than overland travel. Thus, 
the true measure of distance becomes not as the crow flies but as the ship sails; in such a system, 
ferries can account for much of the transportation infrastructure. 

42 Harlan, "S.S. Eureka," 4. 

43 George H. Harlan, San Francisco Bay Ferryboats (Berkeley: Howell-North Books, 1967), 
137. 

44 Harlan, "S.S. Eureka," 2. 

45 Cullivan, "Eureka: A Centennial Retrospective," 31. 
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The geography of the San Francisco Bay area was just as apparent one-and-a-half centuries ago 
as it is now. William Richardson set up the first ferry system on record in 1841. It was fairly 
informal in its operation between San Francisco and Sausalito. Richardson's ferry system 
utilized a few schooners to move passengers and goods. It was a simple operation but one that 
sufficed at that time. There were, after all, few inhabitants ofthe region and the overall pace of 
life was slower than it would become in less than a decade.46 

The quiet backwater that was San Francisco Bay changed profoundly after the discovery of gold 
at Sutter's Mill, California. The lure of gold brought thousands, and later tens of thousands, to 
the region. The influx of people, the skyrocketing population, and the geography of San 
Francisco Bay combined to create demand for ferry service. William Richardson's schooners 
were no longer enough. 

Soon after the start of the Gold Rush: 

For-hire boating was to be seen everywhere. Every spare rowboat, scow, and fishing 
smack was converted into a makeshift ferry. Where there was money to be made, 
ingenuity abounded. And so, the most ingenious and resourceful individuals filled the 
need for the multitudinous comings and goings of prospectors, Chinamen, 
empire-builders, gunmen, tinhoms, trollops ... bankers, Filipino farmhands, and turbaned 
Hindus ... with a full-fledged ferry service.47 

The first ferries were nothing more than the rowboats, smacks, and scows mentioned above. 
Early passengers were moved using oars or with sails. Steam, however, quickly appeared on the 
scene. Though requiring more complex equipment, steam ferries were potentially far better 
carriers because their operation was free from the vagaries of wind, less affected by tidal current, 
and possessed far greater endurance than.oarsmen. 

Captain Thomas Grey inaugurated the first formal steam ferry service using the steamer 
KANGAROO. Starting in 1850, KANGAROO offered service, weather permitting, between 
San Francisco and Oakland. Rates were $1 per person, $3 per horse, $3 per wagon, $5 per two
horse wagon, $3 per cow, $1 per hog, and 50 cents per hundred pounds offreight.48 

The growing economy and population demanded ferry service, and ferry service allowed the 
economy and population to continue growing: 

The ferryboats moved the people, the people moved the economy, and the economy richly 
fed the mushrooming metropolis of a now proud and dignified San Francisco. The ferries 

46 Darth Dunbar, "San Francisco Bay Ferryboats: Walking Beams to Bay Dreams" (Humanities 
376 course, San Francisco State University, San Francisco, 1986), 3. 

47 Dunbar, "Walking Beams to Bay Dreams," 3-4. 

48 Olmstead, "Ferryboats," 2. 
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constantly mirrored the City's stage of growth and development. As San Francisco was 
thrown together with haste - constructed of coarse, unfinished materials lacking adornment, 
so were the earliest ferryboats. Gradually The City grew more refined. The grandeur of the 
ferryboats matched her, style for style. 

The clumsy, undecorated craft of yesterday grew to be the swan of the Bay, with graceful 
stairways, mahogany trim, melodious whistles, uniformed crews, fully appointed bars 
(before prohibition), and charming walking beam engines, spelling out in every way, shape, 
and form LEISURE and LE BON VIVRE. By the late nineteenth century The City, and the 
ferryboats, had unquestionably 'arrived.'49 

A multitude of steam ferries soon joined the pioneering KANGAROO on routes to towns 
throughout the region. As the number of ferries grew so did the number of routes covered and 
types in service. In 1863, the first rail to ferry connection was established in Oakland. Three 
years later ALAMEDA appeared on the Bay as the first double-ender in the region. By 1869, 
the first transcontinental train had connected with the ferry ALAMEDA in the town of that 
name, so that passengers could ride from New York to San Francisco on one continuous system. 
By 1871, ferries that could accommodate the train cars themselves were in service on San 
Francisco Bay. Now freight could cross the Bay without the time consuming and laborious 
process of offloading onto a ferry and unloading the ferry at its destination. PIEDMONT 
became the first ferry to mount electric lights in 1888. A decade later BERKELEY, the first 
double ender powered by a propeller, took to the water.50 

BERKELEY entered service on San Francisco Bay in November 1898. It could carry 1700 
passengers and cruise at 12 knots. Screw propulsion was more modern technology than paddle 
wheels; it was also the way of the future for ships in general. Nonetheless, screw driven ferries 
did not drive paddle ferries off the San Francisco Bay routes. Only time and the advent of a 
non-maritime technology would do that.51 

As the ferry lines expanded and the ferries themselves grew in size, new communities appeared 
on the shores of the Bay and stretched existing ones well into the hinterland. The ferries and 
railroads shrunk distances so that men and women living far outside the city could work or play 
in San Francisco. This suburban explosion was a novelty at the time: "The idea of people 
working in one vicinity and living in another distant location was so novel that the term 
'commuter' was coined for these pioneers of a new middle class. "52 

49 Dunbar, "Walking Beams to Bay Dreams," 3-4. 

50 San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park and San Francisco Maritime Museum 
Association, Brie/Chronology, l-2; Powell Harrison, "The Driving Force," Mains 'J Haul (Fall 
1998): 14. 

51 Harrison, "Driving Force," 14-15. 

52 Dunbar, "Walking Beams to Bay Dreams," 5. 
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The railroads had a stake in the continued expansion of the cross-bay suburbs, and they did their 
part to encourage continued growth. In addition to providing a way to reach the suburbs, 
railroads entered the arena of public relations to attract new 'pioneers' to those same suburbs. 
Marin County as described in a railroad publication: 

From this doorstep of San Francisco you step off into the populous end of this inviting 
domain, lovely Sausalito, first of the suburban homesites, where villas and bungalows-a 
half-hour boat ride from San Francisco-show pretty gabled roofs and flowering verandas 
above the tree tops, and where villa and bungalow dwellers put aside city cares playing 
tennis, hiking, yachting, swimming, and gardening. For miles along the Northwestern 
Pacific Railroad line suburban homes are strung like beads on a string, only the train 
crews and the residents knowing where one town leaves off and the next begins, so 
continuous are the villas and bungalows. Those not along the railroad line straggle off 
into the countryside and up the slopes of Tamalpais, growing ever a little farther apart 
until the spaces between turn into ranches and orchards and pastures, and the real country 
begins. An idyllic life these suburbanites can live ... 53 

Whether the railroad's advertising efforts had much to do with it or not, the towns rimming San 
Francisco Bay continued to grow, as did San Francisco itself. By 1920 the ferries were moving 
22,657,418 transbay passengers per year. The peak of ferry operations came in 1930. That year, 
forty-three ferryboats, the largest ferry fleet in the world, moved 47 million passengers and more 
than 6 million automobiles between ports on San Francisco Bay in addition to the numerous rail 
cars that rumbled into the holds of area ferries. 54 

The Bay area continued to expand after 1930 but it increasingly did so without the ferries. By 
1939, ferries were only carrying 9,937,466 transbay passengers per year although the population 
had grown 50 percent since the peak of ferry operations in 1930.55 

In an ironic twist of fate, the ferries had quite literally planted the seeds of their own destruction 
when KANGAROO inaugurated service to Oakland in 1850 and PRINCESS began serving 
Marin County in 1868. The ferries grew larger and the towns they served grew more populous. 
The extensive ferry system made possible the growth of towns of East Bay and Marin County. 
By the 1930s suburban population centers, nurtured by the ferries, had reached a size where the 
implementation of alternate transportation schemes became viable.56 

As the suburban areas grew, some becoming urban areas in their own right, a catalyst was added 
that ensured a fundamental change in the local transportation system. The automobile was little 

53 Northwestern Pacific Railroad, The Land of Opportunity, (1923), 4. 

54 Olmstead, "Ferryboats," 15. 

55 Olmstead, "Ferryboats," 23. 

56 Olmstead, "Ferryboats," 2. 
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more than an experimental vehicle being tinkered with by a few European engineers when 
UKIAH slid down the ways in 1890. By the time UKIAH headed to the shipyard for the 
transformation into EUREKA, more than eight million Americans owned automobiles. San 
Francisco and its environs embraced the automobile as readily as anywhere else. In 1925 a San 
Francisco insurance underwriter remarked that: ''Nowadays nearly everyone owns an 
automobile. The 'devilish contraption' of only a few years ago has won a place in the hearts of 
the American people." The insurance man continued on to say, "We are a fast-moving nation. 
We must have speed in our travel, and efficiency in our business. And any device that reduces 
time is eagerly sought for by Americans."57 

The citizens of the 'fast-moving nation,' at least those in San Francisco, did not want to leave 
their car behind when they crossed the Bay. First efforts to reconcile a growing automobile 
presence to the ferry system, not to mention the automobile culture of the United States, centered 
on efforts to carry cars across the water. Ferry companies modified their vessels to carry 
automobiles, at first during weekend service only but soon on a daily basis. 

Car ferries served well enough for a time, but suburban growth and the growing popularity of the 
automobile led to the realization of an old idea and the decline of the ferry system. In the 1930s, 
a decision was made to bridge the San Francisco Bay. Construction started on two bridges in 
1933. One was to span the waters between Oakland and San Francisco; the other was to connect 
Marin County with San Francisco by way of the Golden Gate. The Oakland Bay Bridge opened 
to automobile traffic in 1936, and the Golden Gate Bridge opened the following year. 

The automobile took over the lion's share oftransbay travel with the opening of the bridges. 
The usurped ferries continued to make their runs, but as time passed schedules were cut and the 
number of vessels dwindled. EUREKA made the last commuter run from San Francisco to 
Sausalito in February 1941; after that run, Marin County was accessible by car only. Ferries 
held on a little longer in the East Bay, mainly carrying trains. Some service to Marin County 
was reestablished to carry shipyard workers during World War II but that was only a wartime 
measure.58 

Ferryboats never entirely disappeared from San Francisco Bay, but the 1950s and 1960s were the 
nadir of ferry service. A few vessels continued to carry train cars and the occasional passengers 
but nothing like in the past. It was during this low point that steam paddle ferries disappeared 
from the Bay. When EUREKA left service in 1957, she was the last beam paddle steamer 
serving on San Francisco Bay. The last beam engine to operate on the East Coast was ROBERT 
FULTON, which steamed until 1954. GUANABARA and TERCEIRA, which operated in 

57 Encarta.com; San Francisco Museum, 1925. 

58 San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park and San Francisco Maritime Museum 
Association, A Brief Chronology; Harrison, "Driving Force," 14. 
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Brazil until the late 1960s, took the honor of being the last known walking beam engine ferries; 
they were operational. 59 

Ferry service on San Francisco Bay experienced something of a renaissance beginning in the 
early 1970s. Ferry service to Marin County was reestablished using the diesel ferry GOLDEN 
GATE in 1970. Three more vessels went into service in 1976 and the numbers continued to 
grow with the addition of service to other towns in the Bay area. As of 2001, three companies 
provide ferry service on San Francisco Bay; their patrons are commuters and sightseers. 
Accommodations are limited to pedestrians and bicyclists. Automobile and rail ferries no longer 
operate in the area. 

HISTORY 

On the night of May 17, 1890, a crowd of spectators converged on the waterfront in Tiburon, 
California. A specially chartered train brought those coming south from the San Rafael area and 
the tugboat AETNA carried those coming over from San Francisco, including members of the 
press. The crowd had gathered to watch the launch of a new ferryboat, the UKIAH. As the 
crowd looked on, UKIAH, lit with the firelight cast by torches, was cut free and slid down the 
ways into the waters of San Francisco Bay. When she hit the water, UKIAH was second only to 
the ferry SOLANO in size for the area. The largest wooden hulled ferry ever built was the 
CONTRA COSTA. Built by Southern Pacific, she measured 433' long by 67.2' across and was 
driven by two compound engines.60 

UKIAH finished fitting out in December 1890 and embarked on a trial run between San 
Francisco and Tiburon. The voyage lasted twenty-two minutes and was followed by a passage to 
Oakland and a return to Market Street in San Francisco. After the successful trial trip, UKIAH 
went into service carrying rail cars and passengers across the Bay on weekdays. 61 

Weekends were devoted to carrying large excursion parties to popular recreation spots such as 
Paradise Cove and El Campo in Marin County. 62 

Several crews operated the ferry, each working a specific shift. The captain had overall 
command of the vessel. Responsible for its safe operation, he often spent time at the helm and 
worked closely with the first mate, who also piloted the vessel. The most junior of the deck 
officers was the second mate, who worked with the deckhands to ensure the ferry was properly 
cleaned and maintained; the second mate also handled the gangplanks during docking 

59 Conrad Milster, "Giant American Walking Beam Engines," Marine Propulsion (1981): 25. 

60 San Francisco Examiner, 19 May 1890; Olmstead, "Ferryboats," 5. 

61 Daily Alta California, 28 December 1890. 

62 Harlan and Fisher, Of Walking Beams, 88. 
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operations. The deckhands spent their time cleaning, doing maintenance, handling lines, and 
generally assisting with daily operations of the ferry. A grim side to the duties of all deck 
personnel from captain to deckhand was to be on the lookout for attempted suicides, since 
suicidal individuals would jump from the decks of ferryboats. The chief engineer oversaw the 
operation and maintenance of the ferry's mechanical systems with the aid of the assistant 
engineer. The firemen were responsible for starting, adjusting, and extinguishing the boiler fires. 
This was a much easier task once ferries converted from coal to oil. Oilers roamed the engine 
room checking oil levels, greasing fittings, and checking the condition of bearings and pumps. 

The crews serving on UKIAH seem to have done a professional job of operating the ferry for the 
first seventeen years of its existence. In that time there were no major accidents or breakdowns 
involving UKIAH. This changed on May 15, 1907. When UKIAH sank while tied to a pier in 
calm weather. Apparently, the crew left some deadlights open after a trip across the Bay. This 
was no danger until the crew began unloading UKIAH's cargo ofrail cars. As the heavy cars 
were unloaded from one side, the vessel began to heel toward the side still holding rail cars. The 
change in the angle of heel forced the deadlights on the low side underwater. The in-rushing 
water quickly filled the hold and the ferry began sinking. 63 

As the crew evacuated the ferry and fought to secure it to the Lombard Street Pier, someone 
remembered that the cook and porter were asleep on the vessel. Two firemen rushed below to 
awaken the sleepers and guide them to safety. All four made it topsides as UKIAH settled to a 
semi-submerged position alongside the pier.64 

UKIAH undoubtedly suffered a great deal of damage because of the sinking, but the ferry 
survived the mishap and returned to service. The extent and cost of repairs associated with the 
1907 sinking are unknown. 

Just over a year before the sinking at Lombard Street UKIAH was involved in a catastrophe on a 
much grander scale. At 5: 13 A.M. on April 18, 1906, San Franciscans woke to the shaking of a 
forty-eight second earthquake. While the damage from the quake itself was not catastrophic, the 
fires that flared after the quake were. Small fires fed upon the wooden buildings of the city and 
quickly grew into a large conflagration. The fire raged unchecked for seventy-two hours, left 
200,000 homeless, and destroyed much of the city's business district.65 

San Francisco's ferries did not suffer much in the way of damage from the quake, nor did they 
participate directly in the fire fighting efforts. They were, nonetheless, very important in the 
days and weeks after the earthquake. Throughout the period ferries carried refugees out of the 
stricken city and brought in much needed supplies. UKIAH's specific activities in the quake's 

63 San Francisco Examiner, 17 April 1907. 

64 San Francisco Examiner, 17 April 1907. 

65 Don L. Hofsommer, The Southern Pacific, 1901-1985 (College Station, TX: Texas A&M 
University Press, 1986), 34. 
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aftermath are unknown. However, since Southern Pacific ferries maintained their schedule, it is 
likely UKIAH was part of the post-quake efforts to save the city.66 

As San Francisco slowly rebuilt in the months and years after the quake, UKIAH went about her 
business in a largely unremarkable fashion. An event foreshadowing the future occurred in 1907 
when the main deck of UKIAH was altered to allow automobiles to drive into the ferry's hold. 
The ability to carry automobiles was exercised only on weekends in the early 1900s. The rest of 
the week was devoted to carrying trains and pedestrian traffic. 

The conflict that embroiled Europe in 1914 became an American conflict in 191 7. As the nation 
struggled with the transition to war, officials in the federal government decided the nation's 
railroads would best serve the war effort under government control. On December 1, 1917, the 
United States Railroad Administration took control of the nation's privately owned railroads. In 
San Francisco, where since the early day of ferry boating the ferries had been controlled by the 
railroads, this meant a great number of ferries came under government control. UKIAH, as a 
result, became part of the war effort. 67 

UKIAH spent the war much as she spent the preceding years of peace. The ferry loaded railroad 
cars and delivered them to the other side of the bay. UKIAH's enlistment outlasted the war 
itself. In 1920, UKIAH was still operating under government control. Figures relating the 
vessel's activity during that year indicate UKIAH carried 18,000 freight cars and 96,000 
automobiles, as well as a large quantity of mail. 68 

UKIAH may have been too busy during her enlistment. When the ferry returned to its civilian 
owners, they complained that hard use and overloading in government service had broken 
UKIAH's back. The federal government disagreed that the vessel was a total loss but eventually 
provided funding for an extensive rebuild of the ferry. Northwestern Pacific added money to 
what the government had allocated to have UKIAH transformed into EUREKA. 69 

One interesting set of figures survives from UKIAH' s final year of operation. In 1920 UKIAH 
operated on $3.50 worth of lube oil per thousand miles of steaming. The boilers consumed 25 
pounds of fuel for every mile underway. Unfortunately there is no mention of what amount of 
money was used for payroll, insurance, and other costs.70 

66 Hofsommer, Southern Pacific, 35. 

67 Hofsommer, Southern Pacific, 73. 

68 Dring, "Walking Beam Engines." 

69 Harlan and Fisher, Of Walking Beams, 106. 

70 Dring, "Walking Beam Engines." 
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When EUREKA emerged from the Oakland shipyard, she was a significantly different vessel 
from UKIAH. She was larger and more geared toward passengers than her predecessor. Gone 
were the train tracks and in their place was seating for more than 2000 passengers. In a nod 
toward the ever more prevalent automobile, much of EUREKA's seating could be removed to 
accommodate automobiles. 

The almost new ferry spent its weekdays carrying passengers from Sausalito to San Francisco 
and back. EUREKA and her brethren made it possible for thousands of workers to live outside 
the city and still work in San Francisco with nothing more than a half hour ferry ride and maybe 
some time on an interurban train separating home from work. 

EUREKA carried the commuters at a brisk pace. She also carried them in relative comfort and 
style. The interior of the vessel was well finished and tastefully adorned. Most of the passenger 
areas were out of the weather, an important feature when crossing the chilly waters of San 
Francisco Bay. 

The ferry ride was long enough for a meal and many commuters availed themselves of 
EUREKA's restaurant facilities. No one knows exactly what was consumed on a given day 
aboard EUREKA but the ferry line did keep records for the fleet as a whole: 

In the course of a month in 1927 the Southern Pacific Company's ferryboat commissary 
put before its patrons by count 1,460,000 cups of coffee, 235,500 snails, 312,000 coffee 
cakes, 40,000 dishes of oatmeal, 115,000 platters of ham and eggs, and 40,000 loaves of 
raisin bread, and 3,600,000 doughnuts.71 

Commuters not interested in food spent the crossing reading the newspaper or conversing with 
friends on the wooden benches that made up the seating accommodations. Many passengers sat 
in the same seat and traded stories or played games with the same people year after year. 
Passengers rode together and grew to know each other; they also grew to know the captains and 
crews that safely whisked them from idyllic suburbs to the hustle and bustle of the city. 
Commuting by ferry seemed to engender a sense of camaraderie among the passengers; a way to 
get to work became a way of life for many. It was not to last. 

The massive bridges built across the bay in the 1930s provided a new way to reach the suburbs. 
This combined with the freedom and convenience, real or illusory, offered by the automobile to 
give travelers an attractive alternative to the ferry. 

Ferry service peaked in 1930 and then began a long decline even as the regional population 
multiplied. Throughout the 1930s, EUREKA continued to serve commuters, but her loads 
dwindled. 

71 Karl Kortum, Displaying the Ferryboat Eureka: Report to Division of Beaches and Parks, 
State of California (San Francisco: San Francisco Maritime Museum, 1967), 2. 
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During the 1920s and 1930s, EUREKA experienced her share of mishaps. In June 1926 the 
attachment between the walking beam and the crank pin broke. The engine kept running with 
dangerously flailing components and the passengers, spooked by the noise, began to panic. The 
quick thinking engineer on duty shut down the propulsion plant and averted further damage to 
the ferry; the rest of the crew calmed the passengers and the incident passed without human 
casualty.72 

The next time EUREKA was in danger it was not mechanical failure but the elements that put 
the ferry in harm's way. Thick fogs that result from the meeting of cold ocean waters and warm 
air plague San Francisco Bay. Navigation in the decades before modem electronics relied on the 
utilization of foghorns and the experienced captain capable of interpreting the cacophony of 
horns and relating them to his own position on the Bay. Accidents were far from rare; though, in 
view of the busy nature of the port, they could have been much more common. On the afternoon 
of January 19, 1932, EUREKA was underway in a heavy fog when she collided with the steam 
schooner KATHERINE. The wreck occurred at 5:10 P.M. near San Francisco's main ferry 
building. The collision did not sink either vessel and there was no loss of life. 73 

Fog was again the culprit in a collision involving EUREKA on September 19, 1936. EUREKA 
was proceeding at full speed in the vicinity of Alcatraz Island when another ferry, GOLDEN 
WEST, also proceeding at full speed, appeared out of the fog and rammed EUREKA amidships 
on the starboard side. One passenger on EUREKA suffered head injuries after being thrown 
from her seat during the collision. GOLDEN WEST was able to continue under her own power. 
EUREKA was towed to Sausalito by the ferry NEW ORLEANS. The collision severely 
damaged a 40' section of EUREKA' s starboard side. 74 

By 1941, EUREKA was the last ferry operating between San Francisco and Marin County. By 
February of that year it was apparent that the vessel could not operate any longer in the face of 
competition from the automobile. On February 28, 1941, EUREKA made her last run as a 
commuter ferry; it was the last run by the last ferry on the Sausalito route. The run turned into a 
combination farewell party and wake for the ferry. A large crowd gathered onboard for the trip. 
Northwestern Pacific handed out 'crying towels' to passengers before the vessel got underway. 
Once underway, the crowd turned to drinking toasts, reflecting on the past, and stealing 
souvenirs from the ferry. At the end of the voyage, company officials managed to retrieve most 
of the souvenirs as the crowd disembarked. 75 

72 Shipping Register (San Francisco), 12 June 1926, 10. 

73 San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park and San Francisco Maritime Museum 
Association, A Brief Chronology. 

74 San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park and San Francisco Maritime Museum 
Association, A Brie/Chronology. 

75 Lyster, "The Eureka," 4; Haller, National Register, 8/4. 
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Not long after removal from the Sausalito-San Francisco run, EUREKA transferred to 
Northwestern Pacific's parent company, Southern Pacific. The ferry's restaurant was removed 
and the vessel went into service carrying rail passengers and baggage from the Oakland Mole to 
San Francisco's Ferry Building.76 

EUREKA was drafted during World War II, echoing UKIAH's experience in World War I. The 
ferry was painted gray, fitted with radar, and modified to deflect mines.77 In this configuration 
EUREKA went into service shuttling troops between Stockton, California and Fort Mason, one 
of the main embarkation points for soldiers, sailors, and marines bound for the Pacific Theater. 78 

There was not much room in the postwar military establishment for a steam paddle ferry so 
EUREKA returned to shuttling between the Oakland Mole and San Francisco. It was in this 
occupation that EUREKA lived out the final years of a long working career. 

The decline in importance of ferries is evident in the composition of Southern Pacific's fleet 
during EUREKA's final years. In 1948, Southern Pacific's fleet was composed of BERKELEY, 
SACRAMENTO, EUREKA, SAN LEANDRO: two beam ferries, one turbo-electric, one 
powered by a triple expansion engine. The company had an eclectic mix of older craft and was 
clearly no longer building new vessels. 79 

Southern Pacific was running out its old fleet without replacements. The railroad era in 
American history was drawing to a close. Air travel was growing as the preferred method of 
long distance travel. Therefore, railroad companies like Southern Pacific saw little need to build 
expensive vessels to serve a dying industry. That is not to say they neglected the eclectic fleet 
still steaming on the Bay; EUREKA benefited from an extensive overhaul in 1953-1954.80 

By 1957 the cost of maintaining EUREKA versus the benefit was such that an easily repairable 
breakdown ended the ferry's working career. When EUREKA's crank pin broke on February 
27, 1957, she was towed in and tied up rather than towed to a shipyard. The breakdown was not 

76 Haller, National Register, 8/5; San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park and San 
Francisco Maritime Museum Association, A Brief Chronology. 

77 Other sources state radar was installed after the war. 

78 San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park and San Francisco Maritime Museum 
Association, A Brie/Chronology; George Berry and Don Birkholtz Jr, Ferry Steamer Eureka, 
Historic Structure Report (San Francisco: Tri-Coastal Marine, 1990) 3. 

79 Harlan, San Francisco, 11 7. 

80 San Francisco Maritime National Historical Park and San Francisco Maritime Museum 
Association, A Brief Chronology. 
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repaired and the vessel left service. Less than two years later, SAN LEANDRO made the last 
transbay run by one of the old steam ferries. 81 

At the time of her retirement EUREKA was still in essentially sound shape and was relatively 
economical to operate. The cost of operating EUREKA in 1956 was $16.31 per mile over 3413 
miles.82 

The breakdown of expenses from 1956 is: 

Type of Expense 
Fuel 
Wages 
Lubrication 
Water 
Supplies 
Insurance 
Depreciation 
Repairs 
Apron Tender 

Cost in dollars 
8,247 
25,379 
84 
213 
417 
2,340 
3,261 
14,258 
1,483 

By the end ofEUREKA's service, there was simply not anyone left to carry. Railroad service 
was becoming a thing of the past, and commuters were not yet ready to climb out of their cars 
and back onto the ferries 

Upon EUREKA's retirement, Southern Pacific donated the ferry to the California State Park 
system for use as a display in the San Francisco Maritime State Historic Park. The National 
Park Service assumed ownership of the ferry in 1977. EUREKA has not steamed under her own 
power since 1957 and the broken crank pin remains unrepaired. 

81 Haller, National Register. 

82 W.M. Jaekle, Letter to Robert Pugh (23 September 1960). 



Appendix A: 
Partial list of vessels built or designed by Patrick Henry Tieman. 

Name ~ 
AMADOR Side wheel steamer 
PAUL PRY Stem wheel steamer 
PEYTONIA Stem wheel steamer 
PETALUMA Steamer 
SOPHIE McLEAN Steamer 
VISALIA Stem wheel steamer 
MILTON S. LATHAM Stem wheel steamer 
OAKLAND Steamer 
SANANTONIO Steamer 
BANNER Stem wheel steamer 
ESMERELDA Steamer 
LARK Stem wheel steamer 
GOVERNOR DANA Stem wheel steamer 
JULIA Steamer 
U.S. GRANT Barge 
RUBY Barge 
JACINTO Barge 
5 unarmed barges Barge 
FLORA Stem wheel steamer 
ALAMEDA Double ender 
EL CAPITAN Side wheel 
PILOT Stem wheel steamer 
RED BLUFF Stem wheel steamer 
McPHERSON Propeller steamer 
MABEL AND EDITH Scow schooner 
GILA Stem wheel steamer 
MOJAVE Stem wheel steamer 
GILACITOS Barge 
SONOMA Stem wheel steamer 
CONSTINE Stem wheel steamer 
GOVERNOR HA YES Barge 
GARFIELD Barge 
DOVER Stem wheel steamer 
MARE ISLAND Ferryboat 
TIBURON (designed) Side wheel, double ender 
UKIAH (designed) Side wheel, double ender 
CHRYSOPOLIS conversion Double ender 
TRANSIT Side wheel, double ender 
THOROUGHFARE Side wheel, double ender 
SOLANO Side wheel, double ender 
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Date 
1869 
1857 
1857 
1857 
1858 

1862 
1862 
1863 
1863 
1864 
1864 
1864 
1864 
1864 
1865 
1865 
1868 
1868 
1868 
1867 
1868 

1874 
1874 
1876 
1880 
1869 
1870 
1884 
1890 
1875 
1875 
1870 
1879 



PIEDMONT 
SWALLOW 
SACRAMENTO 
ELKO 
TRUCKEE 
H.L. TIERNAN 

Side wheel, double ender 
Stem wheel steamer 
Side wheel steamer 
Scow schooner 
Scow schooner 
Schooner 
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1883 (last) 
1860 
1861 
1867 
1867 
1867 



AppendixB: 
Partial list of ferries built by the Dickie Brothers. 

VESSEL 
SAUSALITO 
CAZADERO 
LAGUNITAS 
YERBABUENA 
SAN JOSE 
SAN FRANCISCO 
CLERMONT 
FERNWOOD 

BUILT 
1894 
1903 
1903 
1903 
1903 
1905 
1907 
1908 
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